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Abstract. Vibrio cholerae, Vibrio vulnificus, Vibrio parahaemolyticus and sev-
eral other related Vibrio species show distinctly similar two-chromosomal genome
organization. However, the modes of pathogenicity are very different among these
species, and this is largely attributed to externally acquired genetic elements.
We develop some statistical methods to determine these external genetic elements
or genomic islands in genomes based on their differential oligonucleotide usage
patterns compared to the rest of the genome. Genomic islands identified by these
unsupervised statistical methods include integron and pathogenicity islands. After
statistical determination of the genomic islands, we investigate their gene contents
and their possible association with the pathogenic behaviour of the corresponding
Vibrio species. These investigations lead to observations that are of evolutionary
and biological significance.
Keywords. Dendrogram; hierarchical clustering; horizontally acquired genes;
oligonucleotide distributions; statistical test of significance; transposons.
1. Introduction
Identification of genomic islands in prokaryotic genomes has received considerable attention
in the literature due to possible connections of those genomic islands to pathogenic virulence
and antibiotic resistance of micro-organisms. Sometimes genomic islands contain horizontally
transferred genetic materials that are of critical importance in the evolution of prokaryotic
organisms and pathogenic behaviour.
The family Vibrionaceae of bacteria includes several pathogens of human and fish. The
most notable member of this family is Vibrio cholerae (Heidelberg et al 2000), the etiological
agent of epidemic cholera, a severe and sometimes lethal diarrheal disease. Other important
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members of this family are Vibrio parahaemolyticus (Makino et al 2003) and Vibrio vulnificus
(Chen et al 2003). It is well known that the genome organization of these three vibrios and
several related Vibrio species are generally very similar (Tagomori et al 2002). The genomes
are distributed unequally between two circular chromosomes (Trucksis et al 1998). The larger
chromosome (Chr-I) is of comparable size in all these three vibrios (Tagomori et al 2002; Iida
2003). Furthermore, the origin of replication of the small chromosome (Chr-II) is conserved
among at least three other vibrio species (Thompson et al 2004). Similarity in the genome
structure and sharing of the same characteristics for origin of replication suggest that these
vibrios might have descended from the same common ancestor (Egan & Waldor 2003).
However, the modes of pathogenicity are very different among these three species.
V. parahaemolyticus gastroenteritis is associated with the synthesis and secretion of ther-
mostable direct haemolysin (Fabbri et al 1999; Makino et al 2003). V. vulnificus is an
etiological agent for severe human infection acquired through wounds or contaminated
seafood. A hallmark of V. vulnificus infection is fulminant reaction caused by the invad-
ing bacteria in connective tissues displayed as blisters and hemorrhagic necrosis (Chen
et al 2003; Chiang & Chuang 2003). Biochemical and genetic studies suggest that the
extra-cellular proteins released by the invading bacteria mediate the pathogenetic process
of penetrating cellular barriers, vascular dissemation, and local destruction of affected tis-
sues (Linkous & Oliver 1999). V. cholerae infection, on the other hand, is noninvasive in
nature (Iida 2003). The mode of invasion and pathogenicity of V. cholerae is dependent on
external phage-mediated toxins, which are externally acquired in the Vibrio genome (Boyd
& Waldor 1999). In fact, there is a pathogenicity island, coding for genes required for
pathogenicity, which is horizontally acquired (Li et al 2003). So it appears that the externally
acquired parts of the genome are closely involved with the pathogenicity of different Vibrio
species.
Karlin (2001) attempted to detect gene clusters and pathogenicity islands in different bacte-
rial genomes based on statistical differences in codon usage. There are other recent attempts to
identify genomic islands in bacterial genomes based on GC contents, di-nucleotide frequen-
cies, codon usage bias and amino acid usage bias (Hsiao et al 2003; Tu & Ding 2003; Zhang
& Zhang 2004). The present study aims at determining segments of Vibrio chromosomes each
of which exhibits statistically significant differences in oligonucleotide usage patterns com-
pared to the rest of the chromosome to which it belongs and also the other chromosome. Such
segments are likely to contain horizontally acquired genetic material and might have critical
relations to the cause and nature of pathogenicity of different Vibrio species. Unlike the super-
vised statistical methods like discriminant analysis used by some of the earlier authors (Tu &
Ding 2003) that require training data sets, our method is fully unsupervised in nature. Such
an unsupervised clustering approach has been used in a different context, where the popu-
lation dynamics of pathogenic clones of Staphylococcus aureus has been analysed by high-
throughput amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Melles et al 2004). A genuine
difficulty in formation of training datasets required for any supervised statistical methods for
identifying genomic islands is that the genomic islands that are known a priori and available
for an organism would typically be very few. Earlier authors (Tu & Ding 2003) using super-
vised statistical techniques tried to cope with this problem by using a training dataset formed
by the aggregation of known genomic islands from different organisms. Using such an aggre-
gated training dataset may not be appropriate unless there are several organisms with some
statistical similarities in their genome sequences as well as in their known genomic islands,
and clearly this may not often be achievable in practice. Further, since our method is based
only on the distributions of oligonucleotides and does not depend on codon or amino acid
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usage biases that have been used by some of the above mentioned authors, it does not require
knowledge of annotation of genes, making it a much simpler procedure, which is applica-
ble to identify even those genomic islands that contain very little or no protein coding gene
sequences. However, after the method is applied to some Vibrio genomes and some genomic
islands are identified using our statistical techniques, the gene contents of these segments are
carefully examined for the presence of possible pathogenic elements. This leads to useful
insights into the evolution of the chromosomes and pathogenic behaviour of different Vibrio
species.
2. Description of data and statistical methodology
2.1 Genome sequences
The genome sequences of V. cholerae N16961 (El Tor, O1, StrR), V. parahaemolyticus, V. vul-
nificus CMCP6 and V. vulnificus YJ016 and related information are available in the website,
www.tigr.org. From that web site the complete genome sequences of the two chromosomes
of the four Vibrios were downloaded and used for further analysis.
2.2 Subdivision of the genome and statistical determination of genomic islands
In order to determine genomic islands in a chromosome, each chromosome of a Vibrio species
needs to be taken separately and divided into smaller sections. As transposons are known
to be involved in horizontal acquirement into the genome (Beaber et al 2002), we chose to
divide the genome according to the presence of transposable elements. In other words, the
stretch of a chromosome from the start of a transposon sequence to the start of the next
transposon sequence was considered as a fragment to begin with. The transposon sequences
inserted in the genome of the Vibrio were determined from the website www.tigr.org. Earlier
authors (Hsiao et al 2003; Tu & Ding 2003) used window-based segmentation of the genome
for the identification of genomic islands, where the window sizes were chosen subjectively.
If we attempt to use a range of possible window sizes and compile the results, the method
becomes computationally very expensive while the choice of the range of possible window
sizes still remains arbitrary. Instead of these, we prefer to use a method of segmentation that is
motivated by biological considerations. Other methods of segmentation guided by biological
considerations could be to use flanking repeats and proximal tRNAs instead of transposons
but we do not intend to pursue that in this paper.
Since a DNA sequence is formed using an alphabet of four letters denoting four DNA bases:
adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C) and guanine (G), the simplest form of statistical analysis
can be based on various frequencies of DNA k-words, which are k-tuples (k ≥ 1) formed
using these four letters. For example, if a sequence runs like TTTGCGCGTGCGT . . . , the
first 4-word is TTTG, the second is TTGC, the third is TGCG and so on (Chaudhuri & Das
2001). The relative frequencies of different k-words for a specific k can be determined for the
chromosomal fragments of the Vibrios. These word frequencies for the segments of Vibrio
chromosomes, which were obtained using transposons as mentioned above, were determined
by the software SWORDS (Chaudhuri & Das 2002). Standard hierarchical average linkage
cluster analysis was carried out among the chosen segments of a specific chromosome of a
Vibrio species. The distance matrix required for such cluster analysis was computed from the
absolute differences in the word frequencies between a pair of segments under comparison
(Basu et al 2003). The software SWORDS (Chaudhuri & Das 2002) performed the cluster
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analysis and constructed the dendrogram tree (Duda et al 2001; Everitt et al 2001). Those
fragments having very different word usage compared to the other fragments of the same
chromosome then branch out and show up as genomic island fragments in the dendrogram
tree.
Analysis of short oligonucleotide combinations is recognized to be affected by the biases in
nucleotide composition and organization in prokaryotic genomes. For instance, selective pres-
sures as a result of di-nucleotide stacking, DNA conformational tendencies, DNA replication
and repair mechanisms, or selection by restriction endonucleases (Gelfand & Koonin 1997)
may influence di-nucleotide frequencies represented as genomic signature of the organism
(Karlin 1998). Codon usage, which affects translational efficiency, also influences genomic
trinucleotide usage (Pride et al 2003). However, only through analysis of longer oligonu-
cleotides, biases beyond di-nucleotide frequencies and codon usage preferences, which are
also of biological importance, can be identified (Pride & Blaser 2002). When we consid-
ered di-nucleotide and tri-nucleotide frequencies in Vibrio genomes they did not lead to any
interesting results. This is why we had to go beyond di- and tri-nucleotides. Similar advan-
tages of tetra-nucleotide frequencies over mono-, di- and tri-nucleotide frequencies have been
observed by earlier authors (Chaudhuri & Das 2001) in the evolutionary study of different
species using markers such as rRNA and mitochondrial DNA. We have looked into oligonu-
cleotides as large as octa-nucleotides and found that the results obtained from tetra- through
octa-nucleotides are fairly similar, and they are in conformity with one another.
To check for the statistical significance of the genomic islands thus generated, up to 1000
random genome segments with the same size as that of an identified genomic island were
cut out from the same chromosome excluding its genomic island(s). Then a set of distances
between the identified genomic islands and these 1000 random segments were determined
based on their oligonucleotide usage patterns in the same way as in the cluster analysis
described above. Further, a second set of pair-wise distances between those randomly picked
genome segments was also formed in the same way. Then some standard statistical tests,
namely Fisher’s t-test and Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank tests were carried out to compare
those two sets of distances. All statistical tests were performed using publicly available R
software (http://www.r-project.org/). Note that the statistical testing procedure used here is
completely model-free in nature as it does not require any model for the genome sequence,
and consequently is applicable to genome sequence in any organism. This is an advantage as
the modelling of the genome sequence of an organism is not an easy task if at all possible.
Besides even if there are reasonable models for genome sequences, such models are likely to
be different for different organisms leading to different model-based statistical tests if there
are at all such feasible tests. It is appropriate to note here that some of the earlier methods for
identifying genomic islands such as those based on GC contents (Hsiao et al 2003; Tu & Ding
2003; Zhang & Zhang 2004) are not based on any formal statistical test and thresholding is
done somewhat arbitrarily there.
3. Results from statistical analysis
Using the cluster analysis of the chromosomal fragments, as described in the preceding sec-
tion, the dendrogram for each Vibrio species has been drawn (figures 1–4) based on distances
computed using tetra-nucleotide (i.e., k = 4) frequencies. In the dendrogram corresponding to
V. vulnificus CMCP6, six fragments stretching from locus VV12451 and ending in VV12551
in Chr-I form a clear genomic island cluster (figure 1). The dendrogram for V. vulnificus
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Figure 3. V. parahaemolyticus.
YJ016 has two genomic islands, all in Chr-I. The first genomic island has one fragment and
stretches from locus VV0152 to VV0160 and the second has two fragments and stretches from
VV1704 to VV1947 (figure 2). In the case of V. parahaemolyticus, the dendrogram shows a
distinct genomic island formed by a cluster of three fragments from Chr-II stretching from
the locus VPA1311 to the locus VPA1396 (figure 3). Finally, in the case of V. cholerae two
genomic islands are visible in the dendrogram. One segment, consisting of four fragments,
is located in Chr-II, and it stretches from the locus VCA0283 to the locus VCA0508. The
other genomic island of V. cholerae genome is located in Chr-I, and it stretches from the locus
VC0818 to the locus VC870 (figure 4). As for our analysis, we have split the whole genome
based on transposon locations, in all the figures, instead of locus names, we have labeled the
fragments using transposon (Tr) and origin of replication (O), e.g., VC1−Tr3-4, represent a
fragment of Vibrio cholerae Chr-I from the third transposon (VC0818) through the fourth
transposon (VC0870).
All the genomic islands identified in the dendrograms (figures 1–4) were subject to the
statistical tests described at the end of the preceding section. The P -values turned out to be
almost zero for all such tests corresponding to different identified genomic island. In all cases,
the distances of randomly picked segments with a genomic island were significantly higher
than the distances among randomly picked segments. This confirms significantly different
oligonucleotide usage patterns in each of the identified genomic island compared to the rest
of the chromosome. The identified genomic islands, their locations and relative sizes are
summarized in table 1.
In the next step of our analysis, we carefully investigated the gene contents of each of the
genomic islands identified above as well as the gene contents of the fragment that appears in
the dendrogram as the neighbour of the cluster forming the genomic island. Our findings are
summarized in the next section.
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Table 1. Positions of each identified genomic island in Vibrio genomes and its relative size (%)
compared to the whole genome.
V. vulnificus V. vulnificus V. cholerae
Chromosome CMCP6 YJ016 V. parahaemolyticus N16961
Chr-I 2490347–2590685 159732–167647 874931–936351 -
(1.96%) (0.15%) (1.52%)
1757361–1936159
(3.41%)
Chr-II - - 1389397–1467005 302647–436629
(1.50%) (3.32%)
4. Analysis of the gene contents of identified islands and their neighbours in the den-
drogram
In the genome of Vibrio vulnificus CMCP6, the identified genomic island is composed of the
genome fragments VV1−Tr9-15. The island has a few acetyltransferase genes (VV12454,
VV12475, VV12479, VV12480, VV12482, VV12491, VV12496, VV12506, VV12510,
VV12514, VV12524, VV12537, VV12540, VV12544) (see for example, Doublet et al 2004).
Interestingly, these genes are proposed to be acquired by horizontal gene transfer and are
included in the HGT-database (Garcia-Vallve et al 2003; http://www.fut.es/∼debb/HGT/).
A few more genes with external origin located here are as follows: lactoglutathione lyase
(VV12461, VV12494, VV12549), prophage antirepressor (VV12522), plasmid stabilizing
agent ParE (VV12525). This genomic island has not been studied much in the existing lit-
erature so far though a genomic island, which has substantial overlap with it, was identified
by the method of Zhang & Zhang (2004). The immediate neighbouring genomic fragment to
this cluster in the dendrogram (figure 1) is VV1−Tr18-O, and it includes the origin of repli-
cation of Chr-I. As the origin is conserved in a genome, and any change near the origin can
be detrimental to the cell, we can rule out the possibility of it being part of a genomic island.
In the genome of Vibrio vulnificus YJ106, two genomic islands VVY1−Tr1-2 and
VVY1−Tr10-12 have been identified. The first island has lactoglutathione lyase (VV0155).
The second island represents the super integron containing plasmid stabilizing system protein
ParE (VV1867), and acetyl transferase (VV1879, VV1886, VV1893, VV1904, VV1907,
VV1910, VV1918, VV1928), lactoylglutathione lyase (VV1937), super-integron integrase
IntIA (VV1941) (see Chen et al 2003; Garcia-Vallve et al 2003). In the dendrogram (fig-
ure 2), the genomic fragment that appears next to these two islands is VVT−Tr6-7. It contains
genes like transcriptional activators (VV0682 and VV0683) and also ribosomal protein S20
(VV0684). So, the chance of this fragment being an externally acquired fragment is quite
remote.
In the genome of Vibrio parahaemolyticus, the genomic island is located in the region
VP2−Tr3-6. The genomic island contains potentially acquired genes like thermostable direct
hemolysin (VPA1314, VPA1378), cytotoxic necrotizing factor (VPA1321), components of
type III secretion system (VPA1335, VPA1339, VPA1342, VPA1349, VPA1354, VPA1355,
VPA1367) (see Makino et al 2003), and a large number of hypothetical proteins. In the dendro-
gram (figure 3), the immediate neighbouring fragment of the genomic island is VP2−Tr2-3.
This fragment represents 6% of the total genome, and it is a fairly big chunk, which is unlikely
to be acquired totally from outside. The region mainly consists of hypothetical proteins and
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regulators like the cold-shock transcriptional regulator CspA (VPA1289) etc. There is no
known gene in this region, which can be confirmed to be externally acquired.
The genomic islands detected in the Vibrio cholerae genome represent the pathogenicity
island (VC1−Tr4-5) and the integron island (VC2−Tr3-7). The integron island has potentially
acquired genes like chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (VCA0300), putative killer protein
and antidote protein (VCA0391-VCA0392), haemagglutinin (VCA0446-VCA0447), as well
as a few copies of acetyltransferase. Besides, there are many hypothetical and conserved
hypothetical proteins. The immediate neighbouring fragment of the genomic islands in the
dendrogram (figure 4) is VC2−Tr2-3. This fragment consists of genes coding for enzymes
involved in amino acid biosynthesis and these are mostly constitutive enzymes. It is very
unlikely that such genes would be acquired and these genes are not listed in the HGT-database.
By comparing the gene contents of genomic islands in different Vibrio genomes, it appears
that these genes are involved in species-specific virulence and survival.
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